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IT Information Flow for LAs (ITIFLA) – replacement of the 
RAT  

Update 

1 One month into the National Roll-out of the Customer Information System (CIS) and 
staff in 145 LAs are connected to the system. Awareness workshops for LAs are 
on-going and cover all aspects of implementation and training, as well as the 
security and set-up of staff required within the LA. We recently held sessions for 
LAs scheduled to roll out in August and are currently inviting the final tranche of LAs 
(September and October roll-out dates) to workshops later this month and in July. 
We strongly recommend that LA managers and training staff attend the awareness 
workshop scheduled for your phase of the rollout. 

2 A number of issues have been raised during Implementation and the live running of 
CIS. Guidance on several topics is given below. 

Government Gateway registration – user IDs and passwords 

3 Please ensure that you print the screen which displays the user ID generated when 
you register your LA on the Government Gateway. You should fax a copy to this to 
the LA Support Team (LAST) as soon as you have registered (see Desk-aid 01, on 
the Implementation and Training materials CD for further details).  

4 During the awareness workshops, we have stressed the need for staff to keep track 
of their own IDs and passwords to ensure continuity of access to CIS. This is 
because the response to a request for a password to be re-set may take up to 7 
days to reach the assessor. Please note that staff are allowed 3 attempts to access 
CIS and only then are they locked out of the system. After 2hrs, they may make 
further attempts to access the system. 

5 LAs should note that all requests for the re-setting of IDs and passwords must be 
made to the Government Gateway Help-Desk (tel no: 0845 6018040). Neither the 
project team nor LAST is able to amend/update IDs or passwords.  

Jobseeker’s Allowance/Training Allowance  

6 CIS has recently been updated to identify different types of JSA on the Account 
Summary screen (Award Summary). However, for some early accounts held on 
CIS you can only differentiate between income-based and contribution-based 
awards when you access the Award Details screen. To identify which element is in 
payment, click on Details to check. 

7 Jobseekers Allowance  

• (contribution-based) will be displayed as JSA (C) Personal Allowance  

• (income-based) will be displayed as Personal allowance  

8 However, when a Training Allowance is shown in addition to JSA (C or IB), contact 
Jobcentre Plus staff for guidance.  



 

Examples 

9 Examples of JSA (IB) in payment  

Example 1: Award Component shows ‘Personal Allowance’ which relates to JSA (IB) 

Award Component Award Component
Amount 

Clerical 
Adjustment 

Other Benefit 
Component Service 

Other Benefit 
Component Type

JSA (C)  £ 0.00  No Clerical 
Adjustments    None  

JSA (IB)  £ 45.50  No Clerical 
Adjustments    None  

Personal Allowance £ 45.50  No Clerical 
Adjustments  None  None  

     

Example 2: Award Component shows ‘Personal Allowance’ which relates to JSA (IB) 

Award Component Award Component
Amount 

Clerical 
Adjustment 

Other Benefit 
Component Service 

Other Benefit 
Component Type

Personal Allowance  £ 88.15  No Clerical 
Adjustments  None  None  

Employment Income 
(subtracted)  £ 58.18  No Clerical 

Adjustments  None  None  

Example 3  

 Example 3 should be interpreted as follows  
Where both JSA (C) and JSA (IB) are shown and the personal allowances are 
equal, JSA(C) is paid. In this instance, the JSA(C) Award Component Amount of 
£57.45 is the same amount as that for JSA (IB), and so the Contributory benefit is 
paid.  

Award Component Award Component
Amount 

Clerical 
Adjustment 

Other Benefit 
Component Service 

Other Benefit 
Component Type

JSA (C)  £ 57.45  No Clerical 
Adjustments    None  

JSA (IB)  £ 57.45  No Clerical 
Adjustments    None  

JSA (C) Personal 
Allowance  £ 57.45  No Clerical 

Adjustments  None  None  

Personal Allowance  £ 57.45  No Clerical 
Adjustments  None  None  

Management checks/LAST forms 

Management checks 

10 Benefit Managers should ensure that all staff are following the correct procedures 
when accessing CIS, especially when they are subject to a system-generated 
management check. Details are given in the guidance material (User Guide and 
Desk Aids 10 and 11) issued to LAs on the Implementation and Training  
materials CD. 



 

LAST forms 

11 Use the following LAST forms as appropriate  
 

Form Use 

LAST1 Test Check Record When CIS displays a Test Check message 

LAST2 System Access Record When there is no supporting documentation, 
eg mis-keyed NINO, telephone call 

LAST3 Insufficient Evidence Record Checking Officer to complete if evidence for 
CIS access is in doubt following test check 

LAST4 Inappropriate Access Record When CIS access is shown to be 
inappropriate/ Security Incident occurs 

LAST5 Fault Report Form When fault occurs with CIS 

LAST6 Change Notification Form Notify LAST when changes occur to key 
personnel or IP addresses 

Daily Management Check Report – ‘printer friendly’ option 

12 Secure Print Operators (SPOs) in LAs should ensure they access the Management 
check option in CIS on a daily basis as failure to do so may result in inappropriate 
data being displayed on the screen.  

13 If SPOs do not access the system on a daily basis and then attempt to print 
information for a number of earlier dates but fail to access the data they require, 
they will need to refer the matter to their IT provider who should check the 
workstation cache file. Please note this problem only occurs when the Printer 
friendly option is used. Full details on how to resolve this problem are given on the 
project web-site, see Website details below. 

Homeworkers 

14 Work continues to develop robust policy and procedures to allow homeworking 
HB/CTB staff access to CIS. Until these have been formally adopted, under no 
circumstances should remote workers attempt to access the new system. We will 
update you as the work progresses. 



 

RAT de-commissioning 

15 RAT de-commissioning will take place as follows  

1 two weeks after an authority's roll-out date, the RATs router will be 
 disconnected remotely 

2 following that, the ISDN lines will be disconnected, and 

3 the RAT equipment will be collected 

Please ensure that the kit is stored securely following disconnection and  whilst 
awaiting collection.  

16 A schedule for RATs de-commissioning will be published on the project web-site as 
soon as possible.  

Reminders 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)  

17 To date, 70 LAs have yet to send a signed copy of the MOU to the project. As LAs 
cannot proceed with any work on the Government Gateway until the MOU has been 
returned, the LA contact should ensure that a signed copy of the MOU is returned 
as a matter of urgency to   
ITIFLA Project  
Room GS25  
Quarry House  
Quarry Hill  
Leeds   
LS2 7UA 

Form LAST6 

18 LA contacts should ensure that form LAST6 is completed and sent to LAST as soon 
as roles within the LA have been allocated and the necessary information available 
and before the LA goes live on CIS. (Fax details are shown on the form.) This 
information is required so that the LAST staff can contact the correct member of LA 
staff when necessary for management check purposes and other security issues. 

Training questionnaires   

19 Please return the completed training questionnaires to the ITIFLA Project at the 
address shown above. 

Website details 

20 The RATs Replacement Project website can be found at  
www.dwp.gov.uk/housingbenefit/rat and follow the link to ‘Important Information’ 
where the latest implementation advice is available.  

 

http://www.dwp.gov.uk/housingbenefit/rat


 

Queries 

21 If you have any queries, please contact Mary Carns  
Email: Mary.Carns@dwp.gsi.gov.uk  
Tel: 07810 073970 

Customer Management System (CMS) Release 4 

22 CMS Release 4, which mainly covers earlier legislative changes, went live on  
12 June 2006. Detailed below are the changes which will affect the information 
gathered by Jobcentre Plus on behalf of LAs for HB and/or CTB new claims. The 
new information, some of which was previously displayed in the notes box of the LA 
Input Document, will now be captured in the appropriate section of the document. 

23 The Guidance, CMS – A Guide for Local Authorities held on our website, will be 
updated in the next couple of weeks to reflect these changes.  

 
Content of Release 4 

Capital tariff legislative changes  

24 Introduced from Monday, 10 April 2006, this revises the capital limits for HB and 
CTB, Income Support (IS) and Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA). The upper capital limit 
has been raised and simplified from either £8,000 or £12,000, depending on the 
customer and/or partner’s circumstances to a single figure of £16,000 in all cases. 
There is a corresponding change to Jobcentre Plus evidence requirements and 
savings will now only be verified when the total savings are over £5,500. 

Child dependency legislative changes  

25 Introduced from Monday, 10 April 2006, this extends the qualifying age of 
dependent child status up to, but not including, age 20, allowing parents to claim 
Child Benefit for children who are in full time further education or are following an 
approved course of training. Where this information is applicable to a new claim, the 
details will be reflected in the LA Input Document. 

Civil partnerships legislative changes  

26 Introduced from Monday, 5 December 2005, it enabled claims to be made by same 
sex couples but until Release 4 these had to be made clerically. From 12 June, all 
new claims for HB and/or CTB made through Jobcentre Plus by someone in a civil 
partnership will be processed through CMS. LAs will receive all appropriate details 
on an LA Input Document rather than form HCTB1.  
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Removal of savings questions in respect of children  

27 Information regarding children’s savings is no longer required for claims to HB 
and/or CTB (including IS or JSA) unless the customer and/or partner has a 
beneficial interest in the savings of the particular child. For this reason Jobcentre 
Plus will no longer be asking and recording details about individual savings for 
children in the assessment unit. However, we have amended the question relating 
to ‘Money or Property held in Trust’ to include that held by children in the 
assessment unit. The question will now appear on the LA Input Document as 
‘Money or Property held in Trust - including any trusts set up for your child(ren)’. If 
the customer and/or partner answers Yes to this question, LAs will need to contact 
the customer to establish whom the trust fund is for and carry out the normal 
investigations applicable to verification of trust funds.  

Queries 

28 If you have any queries regarding the above please email Kerry Hartley at 
Kerry.Hartley1@dwp.gsi.gov.uk

 

Date of HB/ CTB claim: Clarification of who may make ‘first 
contact’ 

29 In HB/CTB Circular A21/2005, paragraph 16, which explained some changes to the 
HB/CTB claims rules, we referred to the first contact date of claim option being 
available when the applicant notifies, by whatever means, the designated office or 
DWP of an intention to claim.  

30 A recent Commissioner’s ruling on a different issue (reference CIS 2726 2005-01) 
served to highlight that this guidance is incomplete because the notification or ‘first 
contact’ can be made by a third party. 

31 During the above case, the Secretary of State confirmed that the common law rules 
of agency, which enable an ‘agent’ to perform a task on behalf of the person to 
whom the task relates, apply in social security and therefore in this case. The 
Commissioner additionally considered that if necessary the words ‘by whatever 
means’ are sufficiently wide to cover not only the means of communication through 
which the notification is given, but also the person by whom it is given.  

32 In effect, this means that in common with claims made for other DWP benefits, the 
notification of first contact in respect of a HB or CTB claim can be made by any 
person who acts on behalf of the claimant, as well as the claimant themselves. For 
example 

• a person granted power of attorney 

• an appointee 

• other unofficial agents, such as a relative, a friend, a charity, welfare rights or 
health worker 

 Note: This list is not exhaustive. 
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33 Authorities not already permitting third party notifications of an intention to claim 
should now do so, unless there are clear grounds for believing that the third party is 
not acting on behalf of, or with the permission of, the claimant.  

Queries 

34 For any queries relating to this item please contact Matthew.King@dwp.gsi.gov.uk

HB/CTB Guidance Manual Amdt 10 

35 In HB/CTB Bulletin G3/2006 we announced that the next amendment to the 
HB/CTB Guidance Manual had been postponed to June 2006. 

36 As you are aware, the main purpose of this amendment is to incorporate the new 
regulations. As already stated, this is a major exercise and to ensure all the cross 
references to regulations are correct, we have decided to further delay publication 
of this amendment until later this summer. 

Queries 

37 For further information please email  
Lucy.Da-Silva@dwp.gsi.gov.uk

Correction: Selection of cases for accuracy checks 

38 Due to a misinterpretation of a comment made by a DWP representative at the 
annual IRRV Benefits Conference, a misleading statement was made in the article 
about the HB/CTB Performance Standards in the May Issue of IRRV Benefits. It 
reads as follows: 'The DWP mentioned at the IRRV Benefits Conference in 
February that an LA can include some of their own checks'. The statement was 
made in reference to the sample selection of cases for reporting against 
Performance Measure PM 6 (statutory performance indicator for Accuracy). 

39 To clarify, all cases for this measure should be selected randomly throughout the 
statistical year and be drawn from the live HB/CTB caseload plus decisions when 
benefit entitlement was nil. You can find confirmation of this in the HB/CTB MIS 
Guide 2006/07 (page 140). 

40 The Editor of the magazine will be placing a correction in the July issue. 

Fraud and error data 

41 We would like to bring to your attention a common error identified in the data 
submitted by way of the Stats 124. This came to our notice during the 3rd quarter 
2005/06 when we started publishing data on interventions and data-matches on the 
website.  
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42 In the Security (Part F) section of the Stats 124 return, a number of authorities are 
entering the percentage of data-matches outstanding in box 36(c) instead of the 
percentage resolved. As you can imagine, this shows some authorities as very poor 
performers when they are in fact up to date! To save us contacting you 
unnecessarily, we thought it would be helpful to confirm the information that should 
be included, see table below.  
 

Box Content 

36(a) The total number of data matches received since 1 April 2005. 

36(b) The total number of data matches received since April 2005 that is 
outstanding over 2 calendar months or more. 

36(c) The percentage of data matches resolved within 2 months of being 
received. So if you do not have any data-matches outstanding over 2 
months or more, the figure here should be 100%. 

 A copy of this section of the MIS Guide is included in the attached document, 
Appendix A, for ease of reference.  

43 Complete information on how to complete the Stats 124, including a useful little 
formula, is contained in the HB/CTB MIS Guide  
http://www.knowledgenetwork.gov.uk/dwp/kimshbds.nsf/0/5EECB39FA81694
EB802570030040A7F0/$FILE/53%20April%2005%20124%20124a%20v5.0.pdf?
openelement  

Queries 

44 If you have any queries please email Jackie.Pye@dwp.gsi.gov.uk. 

Overpayment of tax credits 

45 There has been a recent Commissioner’s decision regarding tax credits that have 
been overpaid but still accounted for as income in HB/CTB.  

46 The case concerns a claimant who had a change of circumstances affecting her 
entitlement to tax credits. She informed HMRC but continued to receive tax credit 
payments resulting in an overpayment of tax credits which were recoverable. The 
LA, in accordance with current policy, continued to include tax credit payments in 
the assessment of benefit entitlement. The claimant appealed against this decision. 

47 The Commissioner agreed that, in line with HB and CTB regulations, WTC and CTC 
payments received are to be included in the assessment of the claimant’s 
entitlement to those benefits, even if they are overpaid and to be recovered.  

48 The decision is included in the attached document Appendix B. Your attention is 
drawn particularly to  

• paragraph 1 and  

• the last bracketed sentence in paragraph 4 
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Queries 

49 If you have any queries about this note please email  
Lucy.Da-Silva@dwp.gsi.gov.uk  

Service Level Agreement between Jobcentre Plus and LAs 
(HB/CTB)  

50 Jobcentre Plus has an obligation with DWP to review the Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) between them at the end of each financial year. The process of reviewing 
and updating the SLA for 2006/07 has now been completed.  

51 Please find attached at Appendix C the SLA between Jobcentre Plus and LAs 
(HB/CTB) that has been subject to consultation with your associations.  

Queries 

52 If you have any queries concerning the Jobcentre Plus Service Level Agreement, 
please email Ian.Gibbins@jobcentreplus.gsi.gov.uk

What’s new on the web 

53 The following items can be found on the website link shown 

Document Type Subject Link 

HB/CTB Bulletin G5/2006 

 

Customer Compliance 
Identity cards – an update 
E-enabling HB and CTB claims 
– update 
Ending the requirement to 
return Stats 116 and 123 – the 
annual 1% caseload data 
sample 
Customer Management System
IT information flow for LAs – 
update on replacement of the 
RAT 
Rapid Reclaim 
Service Level Agreement 
between The Pension Service 
and LAs (HB/CTB) 

http://www.dwp.gov.uk/housi
ngbenefit/news/newsletter/bu
lletins/2006/G5-2006.pdf
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HB/CTB Circulars issued this month 

54 The following HB/CTB Circulars have been issued this month 

• Circular A11/2006  

• Circular A10/2006  

Other publications issued this month 

55 The following publications have also been issued this month 

• HB Direct Issue 54 

Publications due next month 

56 The following publications are due to be delivered  

• HB/CTB Security Guidance. Note: this publication is being sent by receipted 
courier service and must be signed for 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any queries about the distribution of this bulletin, contact  
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• Tel: 0113 399 4040 
• Fax: 0113 399 4205 
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